D.D.M.S. POBUL REDDY PUBLIC SCHOOL
Career building is a continuous process and everyone is worried
about their career, especially in the initial stage. In this day and
age where there are so many career options young students find
it very difficult to choose the right career option and at times
prefer the safer option to their personal interest. Every student
faces the question of ‘what next’ after class 12th and 10th. Firstly,
to decide a stream, and then, to decide the graduation course.
A helpless 16 year old is faced with the choice of three streams Humanities, Science and Commerce, and the only career
guidance he has is the opinion of his parents, his teacher’s
judgement based on his marks and the comments of his friends
and neighbours. But is that much help sufficient for a child to
base the foundation of his entire career?
It is at this point that a career counselling for school students can
help the child sail through these turbulent times.

List of some of the works shops and orientation programmes were organised in 2016-17
Career counselling conducted by career Launchers 20/08/16
CL Educate Ltd focuses on diverse segments of education, and across learners of multiple age-groups.
Led by a team of highly qualified professionals including IIT-IIM alumni, with a passion for excellence in
education, CL Educate Ltd has focused on shaping the lives and careers of many students in the nineteen
years of its existence. Students at DDMS PORPS enjoyed the session which was organized by CL branch
of Ameerpet, Hyderabad division

 Orientation workshop conducted by Vedic maths
Vedic math’s is very effective and at the
same time it is easy to learn.
Only 16 Vedic sutras are used to solve
the mathematical problem. Sutras are
basically word formulae that describe
normal
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problems.
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repetition, Vedic Mathematics involves logic and understanding the
fundamental concepts. One can do calculations much faster than one by
using the conventional method that is taught in schools. It teaches the
students to solve same problem in different ways

 Career counselling conducted by Army Personnel
Speakers
LT.CL.ANSHUMAN & MAJOR.KRANTHI Inspired students to think
career in ARMY.
They stressed on following high lights:
 Job security
 The quality of life and non-inflationary nature
 Government job
 Post-retirement benefits, include pension , free medical treatment ,






canteen facilities
Army promises satisfaction to each one of its warriors.
Life time opportunity for professionals,
The Army provides lifetime opportunities to professionals like
Doctors, Nurse, Engineers, Lawyers, and Teachers.
Foreign courses and postings,. And many more benefits…

 Career counselling & SAT MOCK TEST conducted MANYA a unit of Princeton review

MANYA EDUCATION PRIVATES LIMITED (MEPL)
[27/8/2016]
Organized a career counseling work shop in order to encourage
students of XI & XII to writs SAT exams. They also shared with the
students details about the new changes which were introduced in the
exam pattern.
They organized a mock SAT Test at school premises in which about
50 students attempted the exam , which helped students to gain
knowledge about the changed pattern of exam paper.

The Next Genius Scholarship Program offers full tuition scholarships to Indian high school students who wish to pursue their
undergraduate education in the United States of America. They are one of the largest, privately aided, international scholarship program for
undergraduate education abroad for high school students from India. In 2015, over 18,000 students from across 1,100 leading schools
applied for the scholarships. In 2016, we will give scholarships worth over US $1 Million.
Level 1 - Online Critical Thinking Assessment

Level 2 – Personal Interview

Final winners will be awarded the scholarship in front of the media on November 13. Winners are guaranteed college admission.

GOOD NEWS !!!!
Two students simran sharma & siddharth Lavethi from our institution
got selected for second round of personal Interview in Mumbai.

DDMS PORPS have

Out of them Ms.Simaran Sharma got selected
for scholarship of $ 10,000/- for perusing under
graduate courses in U.S. University.
Flash……
flash…..Upcoming event!!!
A wonderful opportunity of the students to earn scholarship up to 32
Lakhs (i.e. 100% Tuition Fee waved off )sponsored by RITSUMEIKAN
ASIA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY for top 50 students of India… if they are
selected for by the University based on their Essay, extracurricular
Activities and personal interview
Last date 30th November ‘2016
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